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Rangen 2.0 is Fortran 90 module of subroutines used to generate uniform and nonuniform pseudo-random deviates. It 
includes unil, an uniform pseudo-random number generator, and non-uniform generators based on unil. The subrou­
tines in Rangen 2.0 were written using Essential Lahey Fortran 90, a proper subset of Fortran 90. It includes both 
source code for the subroutines and a short description of each subroutine, its purpose, and the arguments including data 
type and usage.
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Introduction
Rangen is a collection of subroutines used to generate uni­
form and nonuniform pseudo-random deviates. Rangen 1.0, 
the original version, was written in Fortran 77 (IBM RT 
PC FORTRAN 77, Version 1.01) by R. Clifford Blair and 
published by IBM in 1987. It was developed for the IBM 
AIX Unix platform. Shlomo S. Sawilowsky produced 
Rangen 1.1, a minor translation of Rangen 1.0, for the PC 
environment, and added additional subroutines which are 
not included here. Rangen 2.0 is a translation of selected 
Rangen 1.1 subroutines from Fortran 77 to Fortran 90 us­
ing Essential Lahey Fortran 90 (ELF) (1998, Version4.0). 
ELF is a proper subset of Fortran 90. The selected sub­
routines have been incorporated into a module.
The original version of Rangen included two uni­
form pseudo-random number generators, called Unil and 
Uni2. Blair noted that both had been extensively tested 
and “appear to be excellent generators” (1987, p. 1-1). 
There were some differences between the two. For example, 
Unil is faster than Uni2, and thus may produce slightly 
less random deviates. However, “In most cases either gen­
erator will prove to be quite satisfactory” (Blair, p. 1-1). 
Rangen 2.0 includes Unil and the nonuniform pseudo-ran­
dom number generators based on Unil. The names of the 
subroutines have retained the designation 41’ so that Uni2 
and the nonuniform pseudo-random number generators 
based on Uni2 can be added at a later date.
The material is presented in two sections. The first 
section contains the source code for the module Rangen 
2.0. The second section contains a short description of each
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subroutine, its purpose, and the arguments including data 
type and usage. An example of a program segment is in­
cluded for each subroutine, including the type declarations, 
initialization of variables, and the subroutine call. The out­
put of the example is given so that the user may check 
output for accuracy.
The references for the algorithms used in the sub­
routines written by Blair are included in the description 
section of Rangen 2.0. Subroutine Normbl, and Ppnd2, a 
subroutine called by Normbl, are adaptations of code writ­
ten by Beasley and Springer (1985). The citation and origi­
nal permission to reproduce published in Rangen 1.0 are 
contained in the description of Normbl.
Source Code for Rangen 2.0
module rangen 
implicit none
public:: c a y l ,  ch isq l,  e r l l ,  e x p l ,  f l ,  la p l,  
Inorl, norm bl, t l ,  un il ,  ppnd2 
contains 
!
subroutine ca y l(d seed ,  inp, x) 
integer:: i
integer, intent(in):: inp 
real, intent(out):: x(inp) 
real:: u(2), v l ,  v2
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed  
do i = 1, inp
10 call u n il(dseed , 2, u) 
v l  = 2 * u ( l ) - l  
v2 = 2 * u (2 ) - l
if ( v l* * 2 + v 2 * * 2  .gt. 1) go to 10 
x(i) = v l / v 2  
end do 
return
end subroutine ca y l  
!
subroutine ch isq l(dseed , inp, idf, y, x)
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integer, intent(in):: inp, idf 
integer:: i, idfl
real, intent(in out):: x(inp), y(inp) 
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed  
if (idf = =  1) go to 30 
if (mod(idf, 2) / =  0) go to 40  
idfl = idf/2
call er ll (d seed , inp, idfl, 2.0, y, x) 
return
30 call norm bl(dseed , inp, x)




40 idfl = ( id f - l) /2
call er ll (d seed , inp, idfl, 2.0, y, x)
call norm bl(dseed , inp, y)
do i = 1, inp
x(i) = x ( i)+ y(i)**2
end do
return
end subroutine ch isq l  
!





real, intent(in out):: x(inp)
real, intent(in out):: y(inp)
real:: py
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed  
if (ia > 50) go to 30  
do i = 1, inp 
call u n i l(d seed , ia, y)
py = y (i)






30 do i = 1, inp 
call u n i l(d seed , ia, y)
py = y (i)
do j = 2, 50
py = py*y(j)
end do
x(i) = -b*log(py)  
py = 0.0  
do j = 51, ia 





end subroutine er ll
!
subroutine ex p l(d se e d ,  inp, sm, x) 




real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed
call u n il(dseed , inp, x)
do i = 1, inp
x(i) = (-sm )*(log(x(i)))
end do
return
end subroutine e x p l  
!
subroutine f l (d se e d ,  inp, idfn, idfd, y l ,  y2, x) 
integer, intent(in):: inp, idfn, idfd 
integer:: i
real, intent(out):: x(inp) 
real, intent(in out):: y l( in p ) ,  y2(inp)  
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed  
call ch isq l(dseed , inp, idfn, y l ,  y2)  
call ch isq l(d seed , inp, idfd, y l ,  x) 




end subroutine f l  
!
subroutine lap l(dseed , inp, y, x)  
integer, intent(in):: inp 
integer:: i
real, intent(out):: x(inp)
real, intent(in out):: y(inp)
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed
call un il(d seed , inp, y)
call e x p l(d se e d ,  inp, 1.0, x)
do i = l ,  inp
if (y ( i )> =  .5) x(i) = -x(i)
end do
return
end subroutine lapl  
!
subroutine lnorl(dseed , inp, am, sd, x) 
integer, intent(in):: inp 
integer:: i
real, intent(in):: am, sd
real, intent(out):: x(inp)
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed
call norm bl(dseed , inp, x)
do i = 1, inp
x(i) = exp(sd*x(i)+am )
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end do 
return
end subroutine |nor1 
!
subroutine n o r m b l(d se e d l ,  inp1, x 1) 
integer, intent(in):: inpl  
integer:: i, ifau lt 
real, intent(out):: x l ( in p l )  
real(kind=8), intent(in out):: d se e d l  
real:: x tem p
call u n i l (d s e e d l ,  inp l,  x l )  
do i = 1, inpl
call ppnd2(xl( i) ,  xtemp, ifault) 
x l ( i )  = xtemp  
end do 
return
end subroutine normbl  
!
subroutine t l (d s e e d ,  inp, idf, y, x) 
integer, intent(in):: inp, idf 
integer:: i
real, intent(out):: x(inp)
real, intent(in out):: y(inp)
real (kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed
call ch isq l(dseed , inp, idf, y, x)
call norm bl(dseed , inp, y)




end subroutine t 1 
!
subroutine u n il(dseed , inp, x) 
real(kind=8), intent(in out):: dseed  
integer, intent(in):: inp 
integer:: i
real, intent(out):: x(inp) 
do i = 1, inp
d s e e d  = m o d u l o ( 1 6 8 0 7 . _ 8 * d s e e d ,
2 1 4 7 4 8 3 6 4 7 ._8)
x(i) = d se e d /2 1 4 7 4 8 3 6 4 8 ._ 8
end do
return
end subroutine unil  
!
subroutine ppnd2(p, ppndt, ifault)
real:: zero, split, half, one, aO, a 1, a2, a3, b1,
b2, b3, b4, &




zero = 0 .0e 0
half = 0 .5 e 0
one = 1 .0e 0 
split = 0 .4 2 e 0 
aO = 2 .5 0 6 6 2 8 2 3 8 8 4 e 0 
a l  = - 18 .6 150 0 0 6 2 5 2 9 e 0  
a2 = 4 1 .3 9 119 7 7 3 5 3 4 e 0 
a3 = -2 5 .4 4 1 0 6 0 4 9 6 3 7 e 0  
b l  = -8 .4 7 3 5 1 0 9 3 0 9 0 e 0  
b2 = 2 3 .0 8 3 3 6 7 4 3 7 4 3 e 0 
b3 = - 2 1 .0 6 2 2 4 1 0 1 8 26e0  
b4 = 3 .13 0 8 2 9 0 9 8 3 3 e 0  
!
c0 = -2 .7 8 7 1 8 9 3 1138e0  
c 1 = -2 .2 9 7 9 6 4 7 9 1 3 4 e 0  
c2 = 4 .8 5 0 1 4 1 2 7 1 3 5 e 0  
c3 = 2 .3 2 1 2 1 2 7 6 8 5 8 e 0  
d 1 = 3 .5 4 3 8 8 9 2 4 7 6 2 e 0  
d2 = 1 .6 3 7 0 6 7 8 1 8 9 7 e 0  
ifault=0 
q = p- half
if (abs(q) > split) go to 1 
r = q*q
p p n d t = q * ( ( ( a 3 * r + a 2 ) * r + a l ) * r + a 0 ) /
( ( ( (b 4*r+ b 3)*r+ b 2)*r+ b l)*r+ on e)
return
1 r = p
if (q > zero) r = one _  p 
if (r < =  zero) go to 2 
r = sqrt(-log(r))
p p n d t = ( ( ( c 3 * r + c 2 ) * r + c l ) * r + c 0 ) /
( (d 2*r+ d l)*r+ on e)
if (q < zero) ppndt = _ppndt
return
2 ifault = 1 
ppndt = zero 
return




Description of Rangen 2.0 Subroutines
CAY1 Reference: Rubinstein, R. Y. (1981).
Cayl generates deviates from a Cauchy distribution.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output. Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647._8. Cayl returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates to be returned,
x - Output: A vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call ca y l(d seed ,  inp, x)




call ca y l(d se e d ,  100, x)
Output:
dseed = 94 4 5 4 1 9 2 2  
x ( l )  = -3 7 .1 5 9 2  
x (100) = 5 .59855
CHISQ1 Reference: Hastings, N. A., & Peacock, J. B. (1974).
Chisql generates deviates from a chi-squared distribution with user-provided degrees of freedom.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output. Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Chisql returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
idf - Input: The value (integer) of degrees of freedom,
y - Work vector (real) of length inp.
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call ch isq l(dseed , inp, idf, y, x)
Example: Chisql is used to generate 100 deviates,
integer:: idf
integer, parameter:: inp=100  
real:: x(inp), y(inp) 
real (kind=8):: dseed  
dseed = 12346  
idf = 3
call ch isq l(d seed , inp, idf, y, x)
Output:
dseed = 1533170485  
x ( l )  = 4 .6 9 2 8 9  
x(100) = 1 .86385
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ERL1 Reference: Hastings, N. A., & Peacock, J.







Input/output. Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive 
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Erll returns a new dseed.
Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned.
Input: Shape parameter (integer) which must be greater than or equal to one. 
Input: Scale parameter (real) which must be greater than zero.
Work vector of length inp.




integer, parameter:: inp=100  
real:: x(inp), y(inp), b 
real (kind=8):: dseed  
dseed = 12346  
ia = 2 
b = 3.5
call er ll(d seed , inp, ia, b, y, x)
call er ll(d seed , inp, ia, b, y, x)
Erll is used to generate 100 deviates.
Output:
dseed = 1533170485  
x ( l )  = 8 .30200  
x (100) = 1 .27826
EXP1 Reference: Morgan, B. J. T. (1984).
Expl generates deviates from an exponential distribution with user-provided mean and standard deviation.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Expl returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
sm - Input: Mean and standard deviation (real) of the sampled population,
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call e x p l(d se e d ,  inp, sm, x)
Example: Expl is used to generate 100 deviates.
integer, parameter:: inp=100
real:: x(inp), sm
real (k in d = 8):: dseed
dseed = 12346
sm = 1.0
call e x p l(d se e d ,  inp, sm, x)
Output:
dseed = 991974008  
x ( l )  = 2 .33692  
x(100)  = 0 .772355
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FI Reference: Hastings, N. A., & Peacock, J. B. (1974).







Input/output. Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive 
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. FI returns a new dseed.
Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned.
Input: The value (integer) of degrees of freedom for the numerator of the f  
variable.
Input: The value (integer) of degrees of freedom for the denominator of the f 
variable.
Work vector (real) of length inp.
Work vector
Call: call f l (d se ed ,  inp, idfn, idfd, y l ,  y2, x)
Example: FI is used to generate 100 deviates.
integer:: idfn, idfd
integer, parameter:: inp=100
real:: x(inp), y l( in p ) ,  y2(inp)




call f l (d se ed ,  inp, idfn, idfd, y l ,  y2, x)
Output:
dseed = 580303867  
x ( l )  = 1 .39239  
x(100) = 1 .30237
LAP1 Reference: Morgan, B. J. T. (1984).
Lapl generates deviates from a Laplace (double exponential) distribution, using an exponential distribution with mean 
and standard deviation 1.0.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Lapl returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
y A work vector (real) of length inp.
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call lap l(dseed , inp, y, x)





call lap l(dseed , inp, y, x)
Output:
dseed = 1533170485  
x ( l )  = 0 .5 8 8 9 9 9  
x(100) = 0 .3 3 6 9 5 9
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LNOR1 Reference: Hastings, N. A., & Peacock, J. B. (1974).
Lnorl generates deviates from a lognormal distribution with user-provided parameters.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647._8 . Lnorl returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
am - Input: The mean of y (real) for y = ln(x).
sd - Input: The standard deviation (real) of y for y = ln(x).
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call lnorl(dseed , inp, am, sd, x)
Example: Lnorl is used to generate 100 deviates.
integer, parameter:: inp=100
real:: x(inp), am, sd
real (kind=8):: dseed
dseed = 12346
am = 0 .0
sd = sqrt(2.0)
call lnorl(dseed , inp, am, sd, x)
Output:
dseed = 99 1 9 7 4 0 0 8  
x ( l )  = 0 .158828  
x(100)  = 0 .873557
NORMB1 References: Beasley, J. D., & Springer, S. G (1985); Marsaglia, G., MacLaren,
M. D., & Bray, T. A. (1964).
Normbl generates deviates from the standard normal distribution.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Normbl returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call norm bl(dseed , inp, x)





call norm bl(dseed , inp, x)
Output:
dseed = 9 9 1 9 7 4 0 0 8  
x ( l )  = -1 .3 0 1 0 3  
x(100)  = -0 .0 9 5 5 8 8
Note: The subroutines Normbl and Ppnd2 (called by Normbl) are adaptations of Beasley, J. D., & Springer, S. G. 
(1985), “The Percentage Points of the Normal Distribution”. Reproduced with permission from Applied Statistics Algo­
rithms by Griffiths and Hill; Chichester, England: Ellis Horwood Limited. (See Blair, 1987.)
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T1 Reference: Hastings, N. A., & Peacock, J. B. (1974).
T1 generates deviates from an exponential distribution with user-provided degrees of freedom.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. T1 returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
idf - Input: The degrees of freedom (integer) for the t variable,
y - Work vector (real) of length inp.
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call t l (d s e e d ,  inp, idf, y, x)
Example: T1 is used to generate 100 deviates, 
integer:: idf
integer, parameter:: inp=100  
real:: x(inp), y(inp) 
real (kind=8):: dseed  
dseed = 12346  
idf = 3
call t l (d s e e d ,  inp, idf, y, x)
Output:
dseed = 4 8 9 8 5 8 5 3 2  
x ( l )  = -0 .8 0 0 5 3 9  
x(100)  = -0 .9 4 5 2 8 9
UNI1 References: Learmonth, G. P., & Lewis, P. A. W. (1973); Morgan, B. J. T. (1984).
Unil generates deviates from the uniform distribution.
Arguments: dseed - Input/output: Dseed must be an integer of type real (kind=8) in the exclusive
range 1. 8 to 2147483647. 8. Unil returns a new dseed. 
inp - Input: The number of deviates (integer) to be returned,
x - Output: A real vector of length inp containing the deviates.
Call: call un il(dseed , inp, x)





call u n il(d seed , inp, x)
Output:
dseed = 9 9 1 9 7 4 0 0 8  
x ( l )  = 0 .0 9 6 6 2 4 4  
x(100) = 0 .4 6 1 9 2 4
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